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From the Editor……..Hello Everyone 

Your June Sabrina is quite full this month, so 

I will be brief. Most of you have booked for 

the National Gathering. Maselspoort is now 

fully booked, so If you are planning to still 

come to Nationals 2018 and haven’t 

booked accommodation yet, please call me 

082 926 5793, or Bill 082 921 3854. We 

are busy sourcing  additional accommoda-

tion nearby. See more info on page 12. 

I have had a lovely response from members 

to this edition, so I have included almost 

everything sent to me. Thanks to Darryl &       

Rosemary Hurter, Dennis Cook, Ron Gush, 

Carl Butlion, Graham Goetze, Debbie vd 

Westhuizen, Alan Dickens, Helgard Joubert, 

John Dobbins, Eric Fletcher and Geoff Kriel. 

At the time of Sabrina going to print, The 

Knysna fires have just ended, my thoughts 

and prayers to all in Knysna and along the 

Garden Route…………….Helen. 



 



 

Chairman’s Chat………. 

The cliche "Time flies" hit me on target   

yesterday when Helen requested this          

contribution for the June issue of Sabrina. 

It seemed like a week or two ago that I 

made the March submission. Sue and I 

have spent much time away from home 

during the past three months and will be in 

the Drakensberg in June and Johannesburg 

and Marekele in July after which we plan to throw anchor until December. This 

will allow me to devote workshop hours to my TR6 rebuild which I started on May 

23rd. I always promised myself that I would never buy a car in boxes and that is 

how I purchased the TR6. I am already beginning to think that I should have stuck 

to my promise. The consolation is that if this love affair is going to be anything 

like the joy ride I had with my previous TR6 it will all be worthwhile. Chances are 

that it will not make the trip to Maselspoort  so might have to do Nationals with 

the TR3. 

 

Talking of Nationals we are only eleven months away. Here's hoping that you 

have reserved your accommodation and are well into preparing your Triumph for 

the trip. I feel unprepared when I hear and see some of the activity that is in    

progress in some centres. What a pleasure it is, and indeed a privilege, to see all 

the beautiful Triumphs arriving at one venue for our bi-annual event. I am always 

so amazed to see the effort that our members put into their old faithful's for the 

occasion. I know that the Pretoria centre, with some help from Bloemfontein, are 

hard at work to make sure that it will be an action packed few days for us to all 

enjoy. The best compliment we can pay them is to attend. 

 

The past few months have also witnessed some discussion  regarding spouse 

membership and entry to national level concourse. Whilst entry to, and the      

organising of concours both at Regional and National level are not constitutional 

issues, there maybe an opportunity for modification to a paragraph or two to 

make the constitution more user friendly as regards membership at the same 

time ensuring that the National and Regional constitutions are on all fours on this 

point. This will be a topic of discussion for the National forum ie National         

committee and Centre chairs leading up to the BGM. To move such a motion has 

to go through the channels of the BGM. Until there is universal agreement the 

status quo remains. 
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Chairman’s Chat……….cont’d 

We have been offered some relief on the 

subject of National Web Master. Now that 

Dennis and Jo Cook have settled into their 

new abode in Sedgefield,  Dennis has very 

kindly agreed to the task of rebuilding / 

renovating our web site. Dennis has       

already been doing some work on the site 

and I am sure we will see some radical 

changes when he returns from an       overseas trip in June. This I have no doubt 

will lead us to a professional site that will be user friendly, informative and project 

a good image for our club not to mention of course that it saves us the expense 

of recruiting outside skills.  Thank you Dennis and we hope that we can persuade 

you to do this for the club on a more permanent basis. 

God Bless you all.  Yours Triumphantly, Geoff. 
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Triumph Spitfire Diff Ratio Change……………...by Ron Gush 

Most of you know, to varying degrees of amusement or astonishment, 

that I have recently changed my Spitfire diff ratio from 4.11:1 to 3.89:1. 

The reason was that the crown wheel and pinion were worn, and I 

thought slightly longer legs would be a good idea. 

The final result is wonderful. Through the gears, the car is not noticeably 

sluggish. The legs are only 5.4% longer, but what a difference! The diff is 

so quiet that I now realise how noisy the gearbox is......So what’s the bot-

tom line? Here it is: You can’t do it unless you have a diff housing suita-

ble for the 3.89:1 ratio. Full Stop.  

Read on if you want the Ts and Cs but first some technical terms: 
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Diff numbers starting FC = Mk 1, 2 and early 3 up to GA housing.   4.11:1 ratio. 

FH = Mk 4 and other 1500cc cars, and more. 3.89:1 ratio 

FR = 3.63:1 ratio and, I was told by reliable sources, that parts are interchangeable with 

3.89:1 diffs. 

But 4.11:1 and 3.27:1 diffs are not interchangeable with others 

FM = American Mk4.  3.89:1 ratio 

Here’s why you can’t put 3.89:1 (FH) parts into a 4.11:1 (FC) diff housing: 

1.The front housings are machined differently so that the pinion meets the crown wheel at 

a slightly different angle. This is the show stopper, there are no shims or spacers to fix 

this. 

2.The FH front housing diff carrier bearing mounts are closer together and smaller OD to 

suit smaller carrier bearings. Both carrier bearings have the same ID. 

3.The front housing and diff carrier must be used together and can not be inter-

changed. The FH flange to which the crown wheel is bolted, is thinner - to allow for a thick-

er crown wheel. 

Note that you probably could use an FC diff carrier if you are prepared to machine the 

crown wheel flange by almost 1mm. Then the modified FC carrier might be used in the FH 

housing. In that case the FC rear housing and side output shafts might be used. Personal-

ly I think it is risky to machine original parts into something non-standard. But if needs 

must.... 

The FH crown wheel bolt heads are flatter, to give clearance inside the housing. 

4. The FH diff carrier (sun gear) output shaft splines are bigger in diameter 

5. The FH side output shafts and splines are thicker, bearings are bigger, drive flanges are 

bigger. 

The side output shafts and half shaft flanges are centred by a large diameter boss and 

recess which is the same for both FC and FH diffs. Thus the flange bolt holes can be    

slotted to match. This is what I did. 



 

 

6.Front and rear housings are interchangeable w.r.t. casing joint and alignment of the 

output shafts. But FH output shaft bearings are bigger, thus front and rear housings 

should go together. 

7.The FH pinion front bearing and seal is bigger 

8.The FH pinion input flange is bigger and the splined length is longer. I had had my FC 

input flange splines slotted to fit the FH pinion while I was thinking that the FC housing 

would work. Thus my FC input flange fitted the new FH pinion. 

Slotting the input flange was done by wire EDM cutting. Grindex Engineering in PE do 

this. It is very accurate and costs a good deal less than conventional slotting. Worth 

knowing. 

9.Note: The pinion supplied by Rimmer was, in my opinion, incorrectly manufactured. The 

pinion is assembled with a collapsible spacer which fits between a shoulder on the pinion 

shaft and the toe bearing. As manufactured, the spacer would have needed to collapse 

by about 7.5mm - far more than it’s design allowed. I resolved this by making and fitting 

a 6mm spacer behind the toe bearing cone. The added advantage of this, I found out 

later, was that my FC input flange (now slotted to fit the FH pinion) was about 5.5mm 

shorter than the FH input flange. The spacer thus corrected the input flange position on 

the pinion splines - a gap is necessary between the pinion splines and the washer / nut 

which holds the assembly together. 

Many thanks to: Beyers Vermaak tried very hard to find a FH diff for me and put me onto 

Jaco and advertised for me in Sabrina. Jaco Van Vuuren in Centurion makes his living by 

restoring and fixing Triumphs. He confirmed exactly what I had to look for, and he finally 

found a diff for me. Frank Dreher in Cape Town also fixes Triumphs, confirmed what I 

needed and could have sold me a 4.11:1 diff. The guys at ITAC issued an import permit 

to me efficiently and free of charge, just in case I got really desperate. The technical guys 

at Rimmer UK who also confirmed what I needed.  

Jeff Nagel at RDG PE was a mine of technical info and physical help and finally set up my 

diff professionally. And many more folk who I spoke to along the way. 

Best of luck it you should ever have such “clever” ideas!  
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Website:www.capetriumph.za.org 

Regional Newsletter: The Globe 

Although not a Cape Town event , much of the past month’s focus centered on the 

Knysna show and the Simola Hill Climb event a week later. There were a number 

of club members at the motor show while Ashley competed at the hill climb as 

well.  Ashley had a creditable time in his Healey Sprite and finished 3rd in his class. 

Past member Malcolm Uytenbogaardt did well in his final run to win his class in his 

Tiger. The Simola Hill Climb takes place over 4 days and is very well organised. It 

attracts several well-heeled drivers exploiting some fancy machinery – some     

extremely fast and others just desirable classics. Notable amongst these were  

Stuart Grant driving Rodney Green’s 1929  Typo 35b Bugatti ( he won his class  

although never having driven the Bug before that week-end ) and his father Alan 

Grant ( our President ) driving the TR3 engined 1959 Protea. To the best of my 

knowledge, this is the only aluminum bodied Protea ever built  although there are 

a few other glass bodied cars made. The designer John Myers lives in Somerset 

West and is now 93  ( I think ). Chatting to Alan about seeing him at Killarney with 

the Protea a couple of years back, he pointed out that it was actually 9 years ago 

and the scrutineer’s sticker was still on the car if I didn’t believe him! This gave me 

a huge wake-up call and shows how we need to buckle down and attack the       

job-jar. 

Going back to the previous Sunday, the Knysna motor show is also a must visit at 

least once. Again an event to promote Knysna tourism, they are also raising much 

needed funds for local charities. Danie and Dennis flew our flag while there were 

several other Triumphs on show. Cape Town members had the opportunity of   

getting together with PE members to swap news. One of the topics was the TR5 on 

offer at R1.5M! Although it looked good I only gave it a cursory one-over as it didn’t 

fit into my budget ( only marginally though ). What did cross my mind is the fact 

that in our natural attempt to attract as much value to our cars, we could         

eventually kill the clubs and stifle our hobby. We are constantly trying to attract 

younger members, but there are not many who have spare cash to buy cars,  
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( or restore them ) while setting up homes for families. This is not a new discussion but one 

that we need to keep in mind.  

While in the Garden Route we visited Jo and Dennis in their new home in Sedgefield. They 

are still heavily into the redecorating phase and Dennis has plans to add to the garaging 

facilities which at the moment only provides for about 6 cars undercover – or was it 7, 

can’t remember now! 

Back on home soil, we joined the Sunbeam Club for a lunch run to Kleinmond on Sunday 

21st. Lunch was at Kabel Joe’s who serve mainly fish. There were two specials for us and 

both good value. I had the best calamari that I’ve had in years. The outing was a great   

success with 12 TSCC members in 5 TR’s and a few plastics plus an equal number of    

Sunbeam Club members in 5 or 6 Sunbeams. 

This formula worked well, so we’ll repeat the format in June for a potjiekos outing. As one 

long standing member pointed out, it’s better to have fewer good runs then too many    

average type outings – worth thinking about. 

At our May Noggin Andre Bredenkamp gave us a look inside the present day Rolls Royce 

factory. He is fortunate to have an old school friend who is their marketing director so got 

the sort of personal tour that only the new buyers get.  This inside view was extremely   

impressive with points to note; no two RR’s the same due to personal touches, each car    

totally hand built with no robots in the factory and seemingly no shortage of buyers! Sort of 

made the R1.5M TR5 pale into insignificance. 

Our good wishes to all Triumph owners. 

Graham  Goetze—Cape Town Chairman 

 

 



 

Website: www.tscckzn.co.za 

Regional Newsletter: The Last Outpost 

Kwazulu-Natal has had a lovely time of 

recent, some lovely local runs including 

one in March which was organised by 

Ed Fox and Sandy Farrell to Crinkley 

Bottom Park via the Inanda Big Rock 

which included a scenic drive along the 

Inanda Dam.  We drove through some 

delightful little hut villages and some 

exceptional scenery which all in all took 

us just over an hour.  As many of us live 

in this part of the world but rarely    

venture into this area, it was a delight 

to be able to drive in convoy into one of 

the most beautiful parts of Natal.  Our 

drive finished up at Crinkley Bottom 

Park, a hotel that had stood for many 

years, somewhat run down but recently 

had been renovated into one of the 

prettiest and delightful stops any      

person would want to enjoy for a     

Sunday Lunch or breakfast.  We were 

treated to a good breakfast spread, 

excellent service and a beautiful      

setting.  The run was very well          

supported with close to 20 people and 

about 10 cars. 

 Our April Run which was also delightful 

was organised by the South Coast   

contingency, a run to an unusual res-

taurant on the South Coast near Port 

Shepstone, ironically named THE PIT 

STOP.  Here was a place filled with 

showcases of thousands of car models, 

except TRIUMPHS!  The collection was 

amazing including Trucks and  almost 

any other motor car marques.   

The run was also a breakfast run and 

very well supported with about twenty 

people.  For the first time in a long time 

we were able to see our only young 

member Halvorsen with his beautifully 

restored Spitfire that he has worked on 

for a number of years. A proud young 

man he should be, for it is a fine car.  It 

was also a breath of fresh air to have a 

young person in our midst.  

The South Coast members, who       

regularly hold their own noggins are 

currently very active with Dave Lugg 

and Brian Hansell busy with another 

Spitfire Restoration and Dave Lugg has 

also been restoring his TR3 engine.   

For the first time ever, I think, the KZN 

Triumph Club decided to hold a Satur-

day lunch time noggin for those mem-

bers that either had to travel far or 

wanted to come to a noggin in their 

TRIUMPHS.  The noggin was held at the 

Veterans Car Club in Kloof which not 

only had beautiful braai facilities and 

undercover seating arrangements, but 

safe parking on green grass right in 

front of the club as well as a cosy bar 

with a barman and barmaid on tap! 

Real Crockery and Cutlery was provided 

and no washing up!   

We enjoyed having Kees and Enid 

Vredenburg join us, John and Patsy  
10 
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Kerry and John and Cecilia Rademan, a 

first attendance for these three couples 

in many years!  It was well worth it.  So 

We look forward to having another one 

or two of these noggins this year. 

I’m not sure of how many of you know 

that the Pietermaritzburg Cars in the 

Park was moved to a new venue in  

Ashburton last year which was a differ-

ent type of venue in that it had more 

space and was quite well laid out with a 

lot more entertainment and food 

stalls.  However last year, trying to exit 

the event turned into a nightmare.  This 

year the Cars in the Park Committee 

worked it all out and made a change to 

the traffic flow, making it a lot easier to 

leave the premises.  Although this year, 

Kwazulu-Natal did not support this 

event as per our usual manner with 

only 5 members going, thus we had to 

share our TRIUMPH CLUB stand with 

three cars with the MORGAN club, only 

one vehicle.  The feedback from those 

members that did go was that it was 

the best CARS IN THE PARK yet and 

should not be missed next year.  So 

next year we look forward to seeing our 

Johannesburg, Pretoria, Bloemfontein 

and Eastern Cape Members coming out 

in full force to attend one of the best 

car exhibitions in the country.   

I do believe some prompting from us 

KZN members is needed. 

Lastly I leave you with a brilliantly writ-

ten anecdote of a well-known TRIUMPH 

CHICANE that just simply had to go 

back and try to beat last year’s record 

between two KZN Triumphs, one of 

them with highly recognised chromed 

Luggage Rack.  We will never know who 

would have been this year’s winner be-

tween the two as the other was not in 

the race. Kind regards, Debbie Van Der 

Westhuizen; The Last Outpost Editor. 
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Just as I was beginning to think that our 

super-efficient postal service had decid-

ed to throw my Sabrina away again (I 

didn’t receive two last year..) low and 

behold when I opened my post box to-

day out popped my new Sabrina.  You 

cannot imagine how delighted I am.  I 

promptly sat down and read it from cov-

er to cover.  Well done Helen! 

Much to my surprise there were region-

al reports from Cape Town, Natal and 

Pretoria.  I was of the impression that 

they had been done away with and I 

had not sent in my report for the March 

edition.  Anyway, I have got out my writ-

ing equipment and I am compiling a FS 

region report, just in case. 

Earlier this year we were visited by Nols 

and his team Helen and Bill to start the 

proceedings of the 2018 Nationals.  

Things went off smoothly and the ar-

rangements were made.  You will find 

an entry form in the new Sabrina so get 

it sent in early so that this can be the 

best Nationals yet.  The cost is reasona-

ble, to make it affordable for all to at-

tend.  Let’s make it a great one! 

All the best, 

Alan Dickens  - Bloemfontein Chairman 

MASELSPOORT National Gathering 

2018. 

Update from The Editor. 

Maselspoort Resort Accommodation is 

now fully booked. If you are still       

planning to attend the 2018 National    

Gathering, but have not booked your 

accommodation yet, here are some  

alternatives for you. 

KOPANO NOKENG Country Lodge ;   

contact number, +27 51 813 9130. 

NATIONS LODGE; contact number, 079 

795 2944. 

DIE GROEN AKKER; contact number, 

+27 51 441 7766; or 082 815 2139. 

The rates for the above establishments 

range from R550 to R750 per night for 

2 ppl, depending on which web-site you 

book through. I suggest you contact the 

establishments directly on the phone 

numbers I have listed above, and     

discuss your accommodation needs 

with them. All of these places are within 

about 8kms of the Maselespoort      

Resort. 

Bill & Myself and a few other Pretoria 

members did stay at the Kopano 

Nokeng Lodge for the last Nationals 

that Pretoria hosted, and speaking for 

myself our stay there was most         

enjoyable, and the traveling from there 

to the Maselspoort activities and     

functions was no issue at all. 

Contact me if you have any difficulties. 

- Helen- 
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January month saw us combine with 

the local MG and Morris Car clubs on 

a mystery run that ended at our Club 

Chairman’s Bed and Breakfast in 

Deer Park for a braai.  

The end of February month saw us at 

the EPVC Club for their annual show 

day that was held together with all the 

other car clubs in Port Elizabeth. 

The month of March saw the Club 

members arrive at the Deep Sea An-

gling Club that is based at the Har-

bour. We also managed to get our 

best turnout of Triumphs, namely 5 

cars at this event .       

Every year in April we support the 

J.Bay car club that hosts Keith’s Picnic 

in honour of Keith, an old Triumph 

member who is no longer with us. This 

year they had a smart collection of 

local Triumph Spitfires on show.   

Hi there from a very dry and rain hungry Port Elizabeth. We have had a nice hot     summer 

with great weather supporting our Club events this year. Since the start of the year the 

Club has managed to host an event each and every month. Our noggins at the start of 

every month have been reasonably well attended, but events from a     Triumph car per-

spective have not been anything to brag about with an average of only around 4 Triumphs 

attending events. 

Website:www.tsccpe.co.za 

Regional Newsletter: Fergie 

At the end of April the Cape based Triumph 

Clubs were scheduled to have a Regional 

Gathering, Garden Route. Unfortunately it was 

a non event due to lack of support from both 

centres. Only one Triumph from Port Elizabeth 

and two Triumphs travelled from Cape Town, 

supported by Gordon Waring in his TR6 and 

Danie Barhuizen in a TR3. Local    members 

Dennis and Jo Cook in a  TR4A together with Heinz 

and Paula in another TR6 and myself and Barbara 

in our Spitfire made up the total of 5 Triumphs.  



 

 

With only selected cars by invitation only the Knysna Car Show is not about the number of 

cars on show, but rather aims at attracting prestigious and unusual cars and motorcycles 

from throughout South Africa.  

With unusually hot weather the entire week end we had many visitors to our stand which 

provided some welcome shade and a chance 

to chat with friends that we had not seen in 

a while. Welcome visitors to our stand were 

Sabrina editor Helen and Bill Flynn all the 

way from Pretoria.  

To sign off I would like to mention that so far 

in the Eastern Cape I know that we have at 

least 5 Club members who have paid their 

money and will be travelling to the 2018 

Triumph National Gathering at Maselspoort 

Resort Bloemfontein. See you 2018.  

REGIONAL NEWS……………… Port Elizabeth by Carl Butlion 
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The highlight of the week end was the Knysna Car Show. With another 4 Triumphs from 

local members we managed 9 cars at the Triumph stand . 

Website:www.tsccpe.co.za 

Regional Newsletter: Fergie 
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JAGUAR SIMOLA HILLCLIMB - KNYSNA – 5th MAY 2017  - By Darryl Hurter  

Picture a Blockbuster movie with a cast of 

thousands and one Superstar.  

The Jaguar Simola Hill Climb falls into that 

category. Franco Scribante is the star of the 

show. His outfit operates from a luxurious 

truck and semi- trailer. When required he 

jumps onto his moped and scoots back and 

forth between the trailer and the car in the 

pits. He was fastest once again on Classic 

Car Friday with a time of 41.55 seconds in 

his 1970 Chevron. The car is immaculately 

prepared and he is up to speed immediately.  

 While this is going on the rest of the competitors are having the time of their lives. The 

atmosphere of camaraderie is unrivalled as everyone renews acquaintances and friend-

ships. All is well until the drivers set off on their run up the hill and the red mist descends! 

Then the months of preparation culminate in a no quarter asked race up the challenging 

course. The results board is a hive of activity as each driver parks back in the pits and 

charges off to check the time.  

I drove down the hill after the cocktail party this year and was amazed at the steepness of 

the gradient. No wonder the Chicane struggles to pick up speed.  

My late invitation to the event only happened after I had already begun a bodywork and 

engine refurbishment. It left me with a month to complete the work and I only got the car 

back on Good Friday 14th April. Then it still needed about 800km to run in the engine and 

this was completed on 25th April with an oil change and re-tightening of the cylinder head.  

Rosy and I set off in the Chicane on Monday, 1st May, driving via Bloemfontein, Cradock 

and Jeffery’s Bay to arrive in Knysna on Thursday morning 4th May for scrutineering and a 

parade of the Classic Car Friday racers through the town centre.  

Having taken part last year we found the formali-

ties less stressful and managed to apply the race 

numbers with hardly a wrinkle compared to last 

year’s corduroy effect.  Our comfortable accom-

modation overlooking Knysna lagoon provided a 

relaxed base to work from and our hosts were 

very helpful and lent us a deckchair and let me to 

store spares in their garage. I was even allowed to 

park the racing Chicane under their only carport!  



 

 Classic Car Friday, my event, passed in a blur of 

pleasant experiences. As we race in the same 

class, I again shared a pit with Norman Frost. 

His big V8 Mercedes saloon was an imposing 

presence. We encouraged each other to greater 

effort each run and shared many laughs and 

anxious moments as we tried various strategies 

to improve our times. Tyre pressures remain a 

dark art but we did our best.  

I managed to go 3.5 seconds faster than last 

year (1:19.3) and was very happy with that. The course is totally unforgiving and any errors 

would mean a damaged car and hitch-hiking home!  

Alan Grant was a fellow competitor in his Protea Triumph 

sports racer which has a rich racing history. His car was also 

only finished the Sunday before the race. Our Triumphs  

represented the brand.  

 

 

A number of overseas  

drivers were invited this 

year and I recognised 

one of them, Randy 

Pobst, as he was admir-

ing my Chicane.  

“It’s a Chicane? Well 

then it should be quick 

through the twisties” was 

his     remark. He also 

tapped on my window as 

I set off on my qualifying lap and wished me well.  
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We arrived back in Durban on Tuesday, 9th May having covered 3500km in our 1974   

Chicane. Having had faith in the car and hoping to improve my time I have to thank my 

friend and mechanic, Fonnie Nortje. He handled the engine and exhaust system upgrades 

and ensured that we were able to drive that vast distance, race up the hill and return 

home safely.  

To go any faster in the hill 

climb I would be tempted to 

close my eyes through the 

main corner. Probably not a 

good idea.  

What a wonderful experience 

again and a special thanks to 

Rosemary. She was my        

co-driver, pit co-ordinator and 

fantastic holiday companion. 

Oh yes and wife of 47 years!  

Keep the revs up!  

Darryl.  

Please click on the following link to view the You tube video we made of my final run in the 

Jaguar Simola Hillclimb: NB: MAKE SURE YOU WATCH RIGHT TO THE END OF THE VIDEO!!  

https://youtu.be/siAIdoO4nMU  
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Jabbeke Relived……..by Dennis Cook 

Most of our members will know the story of the development of the poorly         

designed Triumph Roadster with which the chairman of standard Triumph, Sir 

John Black, intended to compete in the lucrative post-war American sports car 

market. Ken Richardson, was hired in 1952 by Sir John Black who was in charge 

of the Standard Triumph company   during the post war period. His main objective 

was to develop the Triumph Sports 20 TS prototype and make a ‘true sports car’. 

The TR2 was not only as fast as its main rival the Austin Healey, but it was         

significantly cheaper to buy and more economical to use. With an average of 

32mpg with its 2 litre engine, it was quite economical even by today’s standards. 

Ken Richardson, development engineer and test pilot for Triumph, condemned the 

original prototype (retrospectively known as TR1) and set about improving it.  In 

May 1953 Ken Richardson drove a TR2, fitted with a standard engine on the 

Jabbeke motorway in Belgium and reached an average speed of 124.889 mph. At 

that time this was a World speed record for a production car with a 2 litre engine. 

The car, of course had some wind cheating devices, like spats over the rear 

wheels and a smooth undertray. This feat in Jabbeke really cemented the TR2 as a 

firm contender to sell well in Europe and the USA and went on to make the TR 

marque successful to the end. 

MVC 575 was used as a Standard Triumph hack/test bed and was not looked  

after and eventually it was sold on, used and abused like any other sports car, 

time took its toll and it suffered the usual amount of rust and was dismantled with 

restoration in mind and sold. Unfortunately MVC 575 has been left virtually       

untouched since 1976 until Protek Engineering bought the car just a few months 

ago with the aim to restore it back to its  former glory. This very car recently       

participated in an event in Jabbeke and for those who are interested you can find 

a copy of the video if you follow the link that I have given you below. What was  

particularly interesting,  that I had not heard before,  is that the back end of this 

car had been riveted on and that it was more than likely that MVC 575 was the   

original TR1 Roadster , the fate of which had not been known until now. You will 

spot the original Triumph badge on the front; a badge that was never to be used in 

production.  
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Whilst not directly connected to the famous run, one of our Club members, Heinz 

Koncki of George, had been inspired to create a replica in the spirit of Jabbeke 

and this magnificent car was first shown at the National gathering held in         

Plettenberg Bay in 2012,  coinciding with the 60th anniversary of the TR2, and  

also appeared at the 2014 Nationals. It seems that the pleasure for Heinz is    

rebuilding and creating cars rather than owning them and during 2016 the car 

was sold locally. It was, however, soon snapped up by a Belgian TR enthusiast who 

was then living in Paarl, and who took it back with him to Europe; specifically with 

the aim of joining in the commemorative run. If you view the video you will see the 

car created by Heinz featuring prominently just behind the original. Whilst no  

credits are given to the South African creator of the car, Heinz has created a little 

bit of TR history.  View the video at: https://www.facebook.com/PracticalClassics/

videos/1544112762273672/ And see more information at : http://www.tr-

register.co.uk/event/2017/05/0756/Record-Breaking-Triumph-TR2-returns-to-

Jabbeke  

https://www.facebook.com/PracticalClassics/videos/1544112762273672/
https://www.facebook.com/PracticalClassics/videos/1544112762273672/
http://www.tr-register.co.uk/event/2017/05/0756/Record-Breaking-Triumph-TR2-returns-to-Jabbeke
http://www.tr-register.co.uk/event/2017/05/0756/Record-Breaking-Triumph-TR2-returns-to-Jabbeke
http://www.tr-register.co.uk/event/2017/05/0756/Record-Breaking-Triumph-TR2-returns-to-Jabbeke
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WEDGLINGS………...by Eric Fletcher 

A couple of items that should be of interest to all TR7 owners. 

1. ULP 

The April Pretoria Noggin we had a fascinating was talk on Petrol. The question time      

surprisingly raised the old “Chestnut” of  the TR7’s engine and unleaded petrol.  

I have even heard of one TR7 owner who has, unbelievably, had his 7’s head converted to 

run on ULP. 

I think that it is about time that all TR7 owners understand that their engine was designed, 

from the start, to run on ULP since the TR7’s target market was the USA.    

The David Knowles book, “ Triumph TR7 the untold story,” quotes Ken Hazelhurst, a  

maintenance fitter at the Speke factory during the TR7 heyday as saying, that the fact that 

early 7’s were all exported to the USA, it had to comply with the Federal regulations.  

“All these vehicles were set up to run on unleaded petrol that was virtually unheard of in 

the UK. Fuel tanks were installed to store this fuel in the factory and as each finished car 

was driven off the production line they were driven to Liverpool docks, then onto ships for 

passage to America. We were amazed when we were informed that a gallon of this fuel 

cost £ 2 per gallon” 

Note that this was in 1975 , add to this, that The Leyland Parts Manual, RTC 9020B of 

November 1977, shows the following part numbers for the TR7 head:- 

 “TKC 4522 ( Europe Carb / USA PI) TKC 4523 ( Aus, CDN, J, USA   Carb)” 

It is interesting to note the history of each country’s legislation for the introduction of ULP.  

USA & Japan—1972; Australia—1986; Canada—1990; UK—1988. 

Obviously since the USA was on unleaded then TKC 4522 is suitable for ULP. Similarly with 

TKC 4523 since Japan like the USA used unleaded petrol. So this evidence I hope clears 

up the confusion. 

2. Heater Matrix 

Having problems with your 7’s Heater matrix and having difficulty in finding an economical 

replacement. Well, courtesy of the TR Driver magazine and Mark Atkinson here is a        

solution. 

“A modern aluminium-finned and plastic- tanked heater matrix, with integral flow and   

return pipes of the correct diameter and right angled in the correct orientation. Thanks 

must go to Audi for considering the TR7 in its design of the 1972 and onwards Audi 80 

heater. NISSEN (not Nissan) part number 73940.” 

Nissen is a German company as you would expect supplying Audi. 

Having tried E-Bay I found one for R432 and it even shows the parts and all dimensions. 

 
 Eric Fletcher 
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Insurance 2017/18 

In order to keep up with market trends and increased costs of restoration the   

insurance values of some our cars have been adjusted to the above values         

(in Kilo Rand).  The points scoring system remains the same as before where each 

section (bodywork, interior, wheels and tyres, mechanical and engine compart-

ments) are evaluated out of a maximum of 5 points and total out of 25 arrived at 

for the car, from which a value is arrived at.  The concours at the National       

Gatherings is an excellent barometer of the overall condition of the cars so we 

continue to put a value to a car reaching bronze, silver or gold medal status so if 

your car reached these heights at the 2014 Nationals and you want to increase 

the insured value of your car, send proof to the brokers and the value will be     

increased. 

If you have any questions please contact me on 011 6792954(h) or 0825080910

(cell). 

John Dobbins 

Points 5 10 15 20 25 / 
Bronze 

Silver Gold 

Road-
ster 
  

75 150 225 300 375 450 525 

TR2 ,3,4
and6 
TR5 
  

70 
80 

140 
160 

210 
240 

280 
320 

350 
400 

420 
480 

490 
560 
  

TR8 & 
Stag 
  

45 90 135 180 225 270 315 

TR7 Soft 
Top 
+ GT6 

30 60 90 120 150 180 210 

TR7 
Hard-
Top 
+ 
Spitfire 

25 50 75 100 125 150 175 

Vitesse 
+ Dolo-
mite 

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 

Saloons 
  

14 28 42 56 70 84 98 
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I’m a bit worried, Helen 

doesn’t know I sold her 

car! 

I am sure she 

won’t be cross! 

It all started when my first Triumph, a 1967 Spitfire, which was called “Not so Mellow Yel-

low,” because of her speed and colour, also a story on it’s own, was sold to someone who 

really wanted her. That is when I was convinced to get a TR7. 

I saw a very nice red one and decided to go for her. What then happened was a very long 

story………..I decided with the help of someone close to the owner to “steal” the TR7. I 

bought her and named her “Rooikappie” for safety reasons. I was a wanted man “dead or 

alive” for a very long time. (See editorial in Sabrina June 2016 for further details about the 

“wanted” fugitive—Editor) 

Rooikappie subsequently won a detailing prize, without me even knowing about it, and 

although she had already been through a cleaning process, she looked awesome after the 

detailing. 

I am a “pain in the gat” when it comes to 

safety, so I stripped almost the entire car 

to do a through inspection, just to find out 

that there was a lot of  work to be done. I 

decided to do whatever was necessary for 

safety and for me. 

So this is what I did: “My Way”, my family 

knows exactly what that means! 

With all of the info from so many Pretoria 

Club members, I did the following to   

Rooikappie: 

1. Clean Petrol tank that was rusted. 

2. Service carburettors 

3. Clean and repair radiator 

4. Checked and modified gearbox 

5. Rear suspension stripped and se-

cured lower control arm    bushes 

6. Renew rear brake cylinders 

7. Renew gearbox mounting. 
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8. Overhaul distributor 

9. Complete service 

I then decided that there were too many things that were now not original anymore, and 

did the following: 

1. Modified front shock assembly. The car was pulling to the left because of a bent Coil 

Spring. 

2. You do not need power steering after this modification and road holding improves 

by 70% 

3. I fitted  a Golf GTi brake master and booster for  better braking. And WOW that is 

awesome. 

4. I had the seats re-done to bucket seats with “dark black” and red inserts and the 

remaining upholstery with a  

charcoal felt material. 

After Rooikappie had been in hiding on 

trestles for 7 months, she is now on her 

wheels and looking very grand and 

safe. 

I then contacted the previous owner…

and she said “WOW, well done” so 

thankfully I am no more on the “wanted 

dead or alive” list, and the posters that 

were “pinned up” on “various trees” 

have now been removed. 

I have now enjoyed Rooikappie for a 

month or so and soon the cosmetic pro-

gramme will commence. It will be the 

small things, like loose wires and brack-

ets etc…... 

 



 

The Back Page 

TRIUMPH TRADING 

Spitfire Mk3:  Completely rebuilt, genuine lather seats and new upholstery. Toyota 

Corolla 5-speed gearbox fitted, car otherwise rebuilt to original specs. R100 000, 

Contact: Louis Greef—082 779 4340. (East London Area) 

WANTED : FOR  a 1962 TR4: 4x Road wheels and hubcaps; Steering wheel;      

Retainer bar hood to rear deck; Hood frame assembly and header bar. 

Contact: Frik Kriel on 082 388 4387 

1975 Triumph Chicane 2.5 Automatic 

MK 1. Dear old Auntie Olive—possibly 

for sale, preferably to club member. 

Reason for sale, I seldom use her, as I 

simply  prefer my Stag. She needs to 

be loved and cared for. R30 000.                                 

Contact : Bill Flynn 082 921 3854. 

Spitfire Mk 3: 1968; 

56,822 kms; Original 

1.3L engine completely 

refurbished in 2013. 

Mint condition; 5 speed 

Toyota gearbox. Sold 

with hard top and frame 

for soft top. R80 000. 

Tokai Southern Cape. 

(This is a Gumtree Advert: 

Go to www.gumtree.co.za—

contact details are there if 

you enquire via e-mail.) 


